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Entrepreneurial Finance, Fourth Edition: Finance and Business Strategies for the Serious EntrepreneurMcGraw-Hill Education
Too often, finance courses stop short of making a connection between textbook finance and the problems of real-world business. "Financial Modeling" bridges this gap between theory and
practice by providing a nuts-and-bolts guide to solving common financial problems with spreadsheets. The CD-ROM contains Excel* worksheets and solutions to end-of-chapter exercises. 634
illustrations.
The new edition of this market-leading textbook provides a holistic introduction to the academic study of entrepreneurship and offers practical guidance for prospective entrepreneurs. Adopting
a life-cycle view of a business from start-up to maturity, it explores the many stages and forms of entrepreneurship. With an international outlook and expert synthesis of both theoretical
foundations and lessons from real-life business practice, the book offers a complete course guide, fostering entrepreneurial talent, thinking and skills. The author's engaging style and
unrivalled expertise drawn from a long-ranging career (as an academic, accountant and entrepreneur) make the book accessible and authoritative. This is an ideal textbook for those studying
Entrepreneurship or Small Business on undergraduate business or management degree courses, as well as on MBA programmes. It will also appeal to those looking to launch their own
businesses. New to this Edition: - Updated international case studies from entrepreneurs and small businesses, ranging from Oman to Australia - First-hand, detailed stories from real-life
entrepreneurs in brand new video interviews integrated throughout the text - Increased and integrated coverage of social and civic enterprise and hot topics such as effectuation and lean
entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurial Finance: Venture Capital, Deal Structure & Valuation, Second Edition illustrates how the theory and methods of finance and economics can be used to guide strategic decisionmaking. This text prepares readers for a variety of situations that confront stakeholders in the rapidly evolving fields of entrepreneurial finance and venture capital, outlining ways to think from
the investor's and entrepreneur's perspectives. Readers will find a unique and direct focus on value creation as the objective of each strategic and financial choice. The authors specifically
address the influences of risk and uncertainty on new venture success and investment performance, devoting substantial attention to methods of financial modeling and contract design.
Finally, they provide a comprehensive survey of approaches to new venture valuation, with an emphasis on applications. The second edition is thoroughly revised to reflect new data, research,
and changes in practice in this fast-moving field. It has an increased focus on venture capital, while maintaining its hallmark coverage of the financial aspects of entrepreneurship. Updates
throughout address technological changes that have the potential to dramatically change the landscape for finance, such as recent innovations in contracting for early-stage ventures, artificial
intelligence and machine learning, and Internet connectivity. Lastly, the book offers a companion website with a useful suite of resources for students and instructors alike, including
spreadsheets, templates, simulation applications, and interactive cases and tutorials.
Social entrepreneurship is a growing area, and we frequently hear of new ventures committed to social change. In academia, however, social entrepreneurship has typically been taught as a
‘version’ of entrepreneurship, ignoring the unique structure, challenges and goals of the social venture. In their new book, Coleman and Kariv draw on the latest theory and research to
provide boundaries to the definition of social entrepreneurship, discussing both what it is, and what it is not. The book answers several key questions: Who are social entrepreneurs? What is
the process for identifying and solving a social need? What are the differences between for-profit and not-for-profit social ventures? What is the role of innovation? How do we develop high
performing firms? How do we measure success? The focus on context allows students to appreciate how social entrepreneurship develops and operates in different countries and cultures,
lending a global perspective to the book. Combined with rich pedagogy and a companion website, it provides students with all the learning tools they need to grasp this important subject.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Entrepreneurship: Starting
and Operating A Small Business, Third Edition, demystifies the process of starting a business by presenting difficult economic, financial and business concepts in a manner easily understood
by beginning business students. This edition is based on a proven curriculum from the Network For Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) and includes new case studies, a new Honest Tea
Business Plan, and more on topics such as cash flow and e-marketing. Drawing on the experience of Steve Mariotti and Caroline Glackin, students will begin building their business plan as
soon as they open the text! In a step by step process students will learn how to start a small business, operate a small business and turn their ideas into viable business opportunities.
Aswath Damodaran, distinguished author, Professor of Finance, and David Margolis, Teaching Fellow at the NYU Stern School of Business, have delivered the newest edition of Applied
Corporate Finance. This readable text provides the practical advice students and practitioners need rather than a sole concentration on debate theory, assumptions, or models. Like no other
text of its kind, Applied Corporate Finance, 4th Edition applies corporate finance to real companies. It now contains six real-world core companies to study and follow. Business decisions are
classified for students into three groups: investment, financing, and dividend decisions.
Succeed in your business course with this Workbook for INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS. You will find chapter outlines, graph and map analysis, math exercises, writing activities and many
more helpful tools that will deliver the results you are looking for!
Entrepreneurship, 4th Edition delves into the trials and tribulations of entrepreneurship so students will have the necessary tools to start their own businesses. It provides coverage on social
enterprises and ethics due to the rise in green trends and corporate scandals. Up-to-date examples and references provide entrepreneurs with the most essential information.
Smith and Smith apply current thinking in the areas of valuation, real options, and the economics of contracts to new venture decision making. Readers learn to think of new ventures as
portfolios of real options, value financial claims of the entrepreneur and venture capital investors, and structure financial contracts in light of new venture information problems. They also learn
to use simulation and scenario analysis to evaluate the implications of uncertainty and financial decisions. Stresses the importance of strategy in new venture planning. Develops real-world
context through relevant examples. Spreadsheet modeling and simulation using custom software provides hands-on learning.
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This new edition of Entrepreneurial Financial Management presents an applied, realistic view of finance for today’s entrepreneurs. The book provides an integrated set of concepts and
applications, drawn from entrepreneurship, finance, and accounting, that will prepare aspiring entrepreneurs for the world they are likely to face as they start their new businesses. The book’s
contents are designed to follow the life cycle of a new business venture. Topics are covered in the order that entrepreneurs can expect to encounter them as they begin the process of
business start-up and move into growing the business. A comprehensive financial spreadsheet template is included with the book. This tool allows for the application of many of the concepts
to actual businesses, and can be a valuable supplement to the process of developing a full business plan. The financial spreadsheet templates are available for unlimited free downloads at
Professor Cornwall’s blog site: www.drjeffcornwall.com. Key Changes in the Third Edition • The authors have added material on how the book’s financial templates align with business
modeling. • The financial templates have been updated and now include more up-to-date assumptions on benefit costs. • There is updated coverage of debt and equity financing due to new
regulations and evolving investor expectations. • The bootstrapping chapter has been revised to reflect the explosion of social media and its impact on bootstrap marketing.
This book undertakes a traditional, and inclusive, approach to the law of business organizations. The volume includes materials many books now on the market omit, such as agency and
unincorporated business associations, while at the same time maintaining a wide breadth of coverage. As such, the book permits professors to emphasize closely held and other non-public
companies while at the same time offering the basics on public company law and practice. Along these lines, the book includes materials on securities offerings, registration, exemptions from
registration, and lawyers' responsibilities under the securities laws. Features that make this book a strong teaching tool and a strong learning tool include: • Chapter introductions that
summarize and highlight the overall and contextual importance of chapter contents (rather than merely list and categorize the parts of the chapter); • Basic corporate finance nomenclature and
other information necessary to an understanding of transactional business law, including individual chapters on basic corporate finance, corporate changes and change of control transactions;
• Materials allowing for a comparison of laws and practices in other countries with those of the United States in key areas of study; and • Well-selected notes and problems that permit the
integration of concepts and foster application skills at key junctures. This single text allows for coverage of law, underlying theory and policy, and practice skills. In one volume, the book
contains material sufficient to educate a young lawyer to function in general business law practice. The emphasis has been on creating a teaching resource that is comprehensive in the view
of the five experienced business law teacher-practitioner authors. This eBook features links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
Intended for non-specialist students of accounting and finance taking their first module in the subject, within courses such as business studies and management. This title includes: chapter on
working capital management; extends the coverage of corporate governance, auditing and Activity Based Costing; and, more.
The most comprehensive and authoritative review of B-School fundamentals—from top accounting and finance professors For years, the Portable MBA series has tracked the core curricula of
leading business schools to teach you the fundamentals you need to know about business-without the extreme costs of earning an MBA degree. The Portable MBA in Finance and Accounting
covers all the core methods and techniques you would learn in business school, using real-life examples to deliver clear, practical guidance on finance and accounting. The new edition also
includes free downloadable spreadsheets and web resources. If you’re in charge of making decisions at your own or someone else’s business, you need the best information and insight on
modern finance and accounting practice. This reliable, information-packed resource shows you how to understand the numbers, plan and forecast for the future, and make key strategic
decisions. Plus, this new edition covers the effects of Sarbanes-Oxley, applying ethical accounting standards, and offers career advice. • Completely updated with new examples, new topics,
and full coverage of topical issues in finance and accounting—fifty percent new material • The most comprehensive and authoritative book in its category • Teaches you virtually everything
you'd learn about finance and accounting in today's best business schools Whether you’re thinking of starting your own business or you already have and just need to brush up on finance and
accounting basics, this is the only guide you need.
Fundamentals of Entrepreneurial Finance provides a comprehensive introduction to entrepreneurial finance, showing how entrepreneurs and investors jointly turn ideas into valuable highgrowth start-ups. Marco Da Rin and Thomas Hellmann examine the challenges entrepreneurs face in obtaining funding and the challenges investors face in attracting promising ventures.
They follow the joint journey of entrepreneurs and investors from initial match to the eventual success or failure of the venture. Written with the goal of making entrepreneurial finance
accessible, this book starts with the basics, develops advanced topics, and derives practical insights. Da Rin and Hellmann build on academic foundations from several disciplines and enrich
the text with data, mini-cases, examples, and exercises.
No further information has been provided for this title.

Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product. Get your business up and running—and keep it thriving—with the latest edition of the classic entrepreneurial resource For over 20 years, Steven Rogers’s Entrepreneurial
Finance has been the definitive guide to setting up and managing the financial aspects of any small- to medium-sized business. But how can today’s entrepreneurs learn to
thrive in the most difficult economy in generations? In this long-awaited fourth edition, Rogers updates his classic content for the 21st century, revising every chart, graph, and
case study to reflect the modern entrepreneurial landscape. Inside, you’ll find the most up-to-date information on writing a growth business plan, compiling and understanding
financial statements, making a company profitable, valuing a company, cash flow management, debt and equity financing, and much more. The book is also packed with brandnew content on such current topics as: • Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship models • Raising venture capital in private markets • Crowdfunding vs. crowdsourcing •
Financing for minorities and women • Taking a job with an entrepreneurial firm Along with real-world case studies and detailed analysis, all-new classroom materials for MBA
students, and a streamlined approach that makes the material more accessible than ever, Rogers’s updated content demystifies the ever-changing world of entrepreneurial
finance and guides you, step by step, through the process of maintaining steady profitability and business longevity. Whatever business you run or plan to launch, this essential
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guide provides the tools you need to build a sturdy foundation that will support it for many years to come.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780131842052 9780006092964 .
For many, starting a business can be an overwhelming experience. Understanding the financial aspects of running a business can be even more daunting. "Entrepreneurial
Finance, Fourth Edition," was written to help a broad range of U.S. business owners understand the core financial aspects of business entrepreneurship. Discussing sole
proprietorships, partnerships, limited liability companies, and private corporations, the book clearly explains key financial topics such as financial statements, break-even analysis,
working capital management, and time value of money. Explains why it is important to learn about finance and how mastering these topics can positively impact business
success. Throughly explaines Time-Value-of-Money and provides thereader with specific examples of use of the six time-value of-money formulas. Thorough coverage of
financial statement analysis - Discusses horizontal, vertical, and ratio analysis of financial statements in detail. Clear synopsis of 2005 Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and
Consumer Protection Act. An excellent reference for anyone looking to start their own business or for someone who already owns their own business who needs more
information on finances.
An excellent primer, The Global Entrepreneur uncovers all the hidden secrets to doing business in the real work. Author Jim Foley is praised for his street-smart advice. First
printed in 1999, this text has been adopted by numerous colleges and universities for export and international trade education. It has also been used as a study resource guide
for the NASBITE CGBP exam.
Entrepreneurial Financial Management's fourth edition presents an applied, realistic view of entrepreneurial finance for today's entrepreneurs. The updated text uses new cases,
examples, and exhibits to craft an integrated set of concepts and applications. Drawing from entrepreneurship, finance, and accounting, it will prepare aspiring entrepreneurs for
the world they'll face as they start new businesses. Cornwall, Vang, and Hartman follow the life cycle of a new business venture, presenting topics in the order in which
entrepreneurs will face them as they begin the process of business start-up and move into business growth. Interviews with field professionals provide insight into key practices
and experiences in financial management. Students and instructors of entrepreneurship and business courses will gain practical skills from the updated financial templates and
tables. These allow for the application of concepts to actual businesses and are a valuable supplement to the process of developing a full business plan. A companion website
includes an instructor's manual, PowerPoint slides, and other tools to provide additional support for students and instructors.
Combining respected authors with a problem solving approach. This edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues to use guided problem solutions to help students
apply problems solving methodology and real life financial problems help students practice and connect to real world financial decisions. With updated standards, examples,
exercises and statistics and common mistake boxes students are provided with a current text that enables them to build knowledge while building their problem solving and
decision making skills.
This is a great value multipack consisting of Wickham: stategic Entrepreneurship ISBN: 0273651153 and The Definitive Business Plan ISBN: 0273659219
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product. Get your business up and running-and keep it thriving-with the latest edition of the classic entrepreneurial resource For over 20 years, Steven Rogers's Entrepreneurial
Finance has been the definitive guide to setting up and managing the financial aspects of any small- to medium-sized business. But how can today's entrepreneurs learn to thrive
in the most difficult economy in generations? In this long-awaited fourth edition, Rogers updates his classic content for the 21st century, revising every chart, graph, and case
study to reflect the modern entrepreneurial landscape. Inside, you'll find the most up-to-date information on writing a growth business plan, compiling and understanding financial
statements, making a company profitable, valuing a company, cash flow management, debt and equity financing, and much more. The book is also packed with brand-new
content on such current topics as: • Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship models • Raising venture capital in private markets • Crowdfunding vs. crowdsourcing • Financing for
minorities and women • Taking a job with an entrepreneurial firm Along with real-world case studies and detailed analysis, all-new classroom materials for MBA students, and a
streamlined approach that makes the material more accessible than ever, Rogers's updated content demystifies the ever-changing world of entrepreneurial finance and guides
you, step by step, through the process of maintaining steady profitability and business longevity. Whatever business you run or plan to launch, this essential guide provides the
tools you need to build a sturdy foundation that will support it for many years to come.
The new edition of this highly successful and popular textbook is a comprehensive, easy-to-follow guide to using and interpreting all the quantitative techniques that students will
encounter in their later business and financial careers; from fundamental principles through to more advanced applications. Topics are explained in a clear, friendly step-by-step
style, accompanied by examples, exercises and activities, making the text ideal for self-tuition or for the student with no experience or confidence in working with numbers. This
highly successful learning-by-doing approach, coupled with the book's clear structure, will enable even the most maths-phobic student to understand these essential
mathematical skills. Comprehensive in both its scope of coverage and the range of abilities it caters for, this remains a core textbook for undergraduate students of business,
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management and finance, for whom Quantitative Methods modules will be a key component. It will also appeal to those on related MBA and postgraduate courses. New to this
Edition: - Business Modelling 'Moving on...' feature with integrated web and book activities to promote student engagement with the application of mathematical techniques in reallife workplaces - Extensive revamp of two Statistics chapters based on student and lecturer feedback - Crucial updated practical guides to using Excel and SPSS - Integrated
companion website resources helps relate theory to real world examples
The substantially revised fifth edition of a textbook covering the wide range of instruments available in financial markets, with a new emphasis on risk management. Over the last
fifty years, an extensive array of instruments for financing, investing, and controlling risk has become available in financial markets, with demand for these innovations driven by
the needs of investors and borrowers. The recent financial crisis offered painful lessons on the consequences of ignoring the risks associated with new financial products and
strategies. This substantially revised fifth edition of a widely used text covers financial product innovation with a new emphasis on risk management and regulatory reform.
Chapters from the previous edition have been updated, and new chapters cover material that reflects recent developments in financial markets. The book begins with an
introduction to financial markets, offering a new chapter that provides an overview of risk—including the key elements of financial risk management and the identification and
quantification of risk. The book then covers market participants, including a new chapter on collective investment products managed by asset management firms; the basics of
cash and derivatives markets, with new coverage of financial derivatives and securitization; theories of risk and return, with a new chapter on return distributions and risk
measures; the structure of interest rates and the pricing of debt obligations; equity markets; debt markets, including chapters on money market instruments, municipal securities,
and credit sensitive securitized products; and advanced coverage of derivative markets. Each chapter ends with a review of key points and questions based on the material
covered.
Entrepreneurial Finance: Concepts and Cases addresses issues that are often overlooked in traditional finance textbooks, namely, how to handle the unique financial challenges
faced by start-ups and small businesses. The book is structured around seven modules or building blocks designed to be taught across a full semester with natural break points
built into each chapter within the modules. The building blocks present macro-concepts which are explored in greater detail in each of the chapters. A starting chapter provides
guidance about the use of cases for students and a concluding chapter delivers information about how to win business plan competitions. Each concept is illustrated by a short
case, and followed by thoughtful questions to enhance learning. The cases, previously unpublished, are written by an international group of experienced case writers from the
field of finance, and deal with real companies, real problems, and currently unfolding issues. A case teaching manual geared to finance in general, and short cases in particular,
is provided for the instructor and includes specific tips, techniques, and activities for each case in the text. Written for upper level undergraduate students of entrepreneurship, this
highly accessible book breaks down complex concepts, and includes hands-on cases and exercises, making learning a breeze!
This best-selling textbook addresses the need for an introduction to econometrics specifically written for finance students. Key features: • Thoroughly revised and updated,
including two new chapters on panel data and limited dependent variable models • Problem-solving approach assumes no prior knowledge of econometrics emphasising intuition
rather than formulae, giving students the skills and confidence to estimate and interpret models • Detailed examples and case studies from finance show students how
techniques are applied in real research • Sample instructions and output from the popular computer package EViews enable students to implement models themselves and
understand how to interpret results • Gives advice on planning and executing a project in empirical finance, preparing students for using econometrics in practice • Covers
important modern topics such as time-series forecasting, volatility modelling, switching models and simulation methods • Thoroughly class-tested in leading finance schools.
Bundle with EViews student version 6 available. Please contact us for more details.
Practical and applications (rather than theory) based, this book focuses on the needs of individuals interested in starting a small business -- primarily those organized as sole
proprietorships, partnerships, or small Subchapter S corporations. It emphasizes small businesses exclusively -- with specific examples of the non-corporate market. The book is
mathematically accessible to those with limited mathematical background (formulas are explained rather than derived, and only basic math is used in illustrations and solutions).
A full case study is referred to throughout narrative and an accompanying CD-ROM includes all tables in Excel format.
As business schools expand their entrepreneurship programs and organizations seek people with entrepreneurial skills, it has become clear that the skills and mindset of an
entrepreneur are highly valued in all business contexts. This latest edition of Entrepreneurship Skills for New Ventures continues to focus on helping students develop
entrepreneurial skills, whether they seek to become entrepreneurs or employees. Focusing on the entrepreneurial start-up process, the fourth edition of Entrepreneurship Skills
for New Ventures takes the reader through the steps of selecting, planning, financing, and controlling the new venture. The authors cover multiple forms of new ventures, as well
as ways to utilize entrepreneurial skills in other contexts, encouraging students to engage with the material and apply it to their lives in ways that make sense for them. Skill
development features include: New exercise on Analyzing the Lean Entrepreneurship Model Option Entrepreneurial profiles of small business owners Personal applications for
students to apply questions to their new venture or a current business Global and domestic cases Elevator pitch assignments which put students in the venture capitalist position
Application exercises and situations covering specific text concepts Business plan prompts to help students construct a business plan over the course of a semester Featuring
pedagogical tools like review questions and learning outcomes, and online materials which expand upon skill development and offer instructor resources, the fourth edition of
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Entrepreneurship Skills for New Ventures is the perfect resource for instructors and students of entrepreneurship.
Provides an overview of business plans that didn't require an influx of cash from a venture capitalist, but rather received money from their customers and describes five ingenious
approaches used by innovative entrepreneurs at companies like Threadless, TutorVista and GoViral.
Introduction to Finance, 17th Edition offers students a balanced introduction to the three major areas of finance: institutions and markets, investments, and financial management.
Updated to incorporate recent economic and financial events, this new edition is an ideal textbook for first courses in finance—reviewing the discipline’s essential concepts,
principles, and practices in a clear, reader-friendly manner. Students gain an integrated perspective of finance by learning how markets and institutions influence, and are
influenced by, individuals, businesses, and governments. Designed to impart financial literacy to readers with no previous background in the subject, the text provides a solid
foundation for students to build upon in later courses in financial management, investments, or financial markets. Equations and mathematical concepts are kept to a minimum,
and include understandable, step-by-step solutions. Divided into three parts, the book explains financial markets, discusses the functions of financial systems, reviews savings
and investments in different sectors, describes accounting concepts and organizational structures, and more. Real-world examples featured throughout the text help students
understand important concepts and appreciate the role of finance in various local, national, and global settings.
Timely, practical, comprehensive manual for financing entrepreneurial ventures, with a strong European perspective.
Show your students how to apply today's most effective corporate finance tools and techniques to their own entrepreneurial ventures with Leach/Melicher's ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCE,
4E. This accessible, reader-friendly edition closely follows a life cycle of the firm approach as it introduces the theories, knowledge, and financial tools an entrepreneur needs to start, build,
and eventually harvest a successful venture. This edition clearly focuses on sound financial management practices, showing students how and where to obtain the financial capital necessary
to run and grow a venture. This edition explores the most important financial issues that entrepreneurs face, particularly the stages of financing, business cash flow models, and strategic
positioning of the early-stage company. Students gain the knowledge to interact successfully with financial institutions and the regulatory agencies that are central to financing ventures as they
grow and, ultimately, look for liquidity for their investors. A new capstone case and updated mini-cases, as well as engaging entrepreneurial ventures lifted from the latest headlines keep
students involved and learning as they examine concepts such as venture capital funds, institutional investors, and strategic alliances. This edition also provides your student with a thorough
understanding of the role of business angels, licensing agreements, and exit strategies. Trust ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCE, 4E to provide the knowledge and skills today's students need
for entrepreneurial success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Keeping track of the finances is fundamental to the success of every business, but tackling the task yourself can be intimidating. Help is at hand, however, with this complete guide to small
business money management. Packed with expert advice on all aspects of business finance, including basic bookkeeping and accounting, monitoring profit and performance, managing
payroll, tackling tax, and forecasting for growth, Small Business Finance All-in-One For Dummies helps you to take control of your finances, stay on top of the paperwork, and keep the cash
flowing.
To start a successful business, you need a comprehensive toolbox full of effective financial and business techniques at your fingertips. Entrepreneurial Finance provides the essential tools and
know-how you need to build a sturdy foundation for a profitable business. This practical road map guides you from crafting a meaningful business plan to raising your business to the next
level. It offers potent methods for keeping firm financial control of your enterprise and insightful tips for avoiding the multitude of financial barriers that may block your entrepreneurial dream.
Written by Steven Rogers, a leading educator at the prestigious Kellogg School of Management, this reliable guidebook covers: The dual objectives of a business plan and how to ensure that
both are fulfilled Differences between debt and equity financing and how and why to use each Real-world methods for structuring a deal to benefit both the financier and the entrepreneur
Valuation techniques for understanding what your business is truly worth Essential resources for finding the detailed information you need Entrepreneurial Finance clearly explains the
inescapable rules of finance and business by using real-world examples and cutting-edge data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) research project. It features up-to-date
coverage of phantom stock, options, and the state of entrepreneurship in such countries as Canada, Europe, Asia, and South America. This definitive guide is effective in today's business
climate, with robust, no-nonsense coverage on everything from the new realities of revenue valuation and the growth of women entrepreneurs to the fallout from the dot-com boom and the
impact of Sarbanes-Oxley on corporate governance. Just because you're in business for yourself doesn't mean you're alone. Entrepreneurial Finance helps you create a long-term plan for
achieving maximum profit.
This second edition of a Choice Outstanding Academic Title improves coverage of the global environments in which entrepreneurs operate. In Global Entrepreneurship: Environment and
Strategy, Nir Kshetri explores and illuminates the economic, political, cultural, geographical, and technological environments that affect entrepreneurs as they exploit opportunities and create
value in economies around the world. Grounded in theory, the book begins by laying out the concepts, indicators, and measurements that have unique impacts on entrepreneurs in different
regions. This framework sets the scene for a close examination of global variations in entrepreneurial ecosystems and finance. Kshetri methodically examines entrepreneurship patterns in
diverse economies through the lenses of economic system, political system, culture and religion, and geography (both by country and continent) – and for the first time, includes an entire
chapter on entrepreneurship in Latin America. All new for this edition, Global Entrepreneurship offers case studies at the end of each chapter to illustrate relevant concepts, as well as two
detailed cases in an appendix, to encourage broader reflection. The book is accompanied by online resources, bringing additional value for instructors and students in entrepreneurship and
international business classes.
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